
RUNNING Tips RUNNING Tips 



FITT FITT - Frequency, Intensity, - Frequency, Intensity, 
Type, and Time Type, and Time 

Frequency Frequency - how often you run in a week- how often you run in a week

Intensity Intensity - how much effort you exert during a workout- how much effort you exert during a workout

Type Type - what kind of exercise you perform (running, - what kind of exercise you perform (running, 
swimming, lifting)swimming, lifting)

Time Time - how long you work out each session, per week- how long you work out each session, per week

You should only increase one of the above parameters by You should only increase one of the above parameters by 
10% in a given week10% in a given week

Example: If you run three times a week for 30 Example: If you run three times a week for 30 
minutes at a moderate intensity, you should minutes at a moderate intensity, you should 
only increase the time to 33 minutes keeping only increase the time to 33 minutes keeping 
all other parametersall other parameters  the same the same 



Warm up and cool downWarm up and cool down  

Warming up by walking or easy Warming up by walking or easy 
jogging for several minutes loosens jogging for several minutes loosens 
up the muscles.  Cool down up the muscles.  Cool down 
walking/jogging and stretching allows walking/jogging and stretching allows 
your body to recover from its recent your body to recover from its recent 
efforts and reduces the chance of efforts and reduces the chance of 
developing soreness developing soreness 



FlexibilityFlexibility  

The amount of hip and knee motion The amount of hip and knee motion 
that is necessary for a normal that is necessary for a normal 
running stride is not something that running stride is not something that 
we normally stretch during daily we normally stretch during daily 
activities.  It is vital to perform a activities.  It is vital to perform a 
regular stretching program to regular stretching program to 
maintain normal flexibility, strength, maintain normal flexibility, strength, 
and function. and function. 



Appropriate techniqueAppropriate technique    

Proper technique enables you to Proper technique enables you to 
minimize stress on your minimize stress on your 
body. body.   Planting the foot improperly Planting the foot improperly 
when running often feels unnatural when running often feels unnatural 
and painful, leading to foot and and painful, leading to foot and 
ankle injury.  By planting the foot in ankle injury.  By planting the foot in 
a way that feels more natural, you a way that feels more natural, you 
can avoid injuries. can avoid injuries. 



StretchingStretching  

Stretch until you feel a slight, mild tension.  Hold this Stretch until you feel a slight, mild tension.  Hold this 
for at least 30 seconds; the mild tension should for at least 30 seconds; the mild tension should 
diminish.diminish.
Each time you stretch, try to move a fraction of an inch Each time you stretch, try to move a fraction of an inch 
farther into the stretch until you feel the mild tension farther into the stretch until you feel the mild tension 
again. This method is a great way to increase your again. This method is a great way to increase your 
flexibility and get the muscles ready for a workout.flexibility and get the muscles ready for a workout.
Stretching Rules:Stretching Rules:
– Don’t compare; everyone has different flexibility Don’t compare; everyone has different flexibility 
– Stretch slowlyStretch slowly
– Avoid bouncingAvoid bouncing
– Avoid painAvoid pain
– RelaxRelax
– Breathe slow and rhythmical  Breathe slow and rhythmical  
– Don’t hold your breathDon’t hold your breath



Calf StretchesCalf Stretches

Gastroc                             SoleusGastroc                             Soleus



Hip stretchesHip stretches

Groin            Hamstring         Hip Groin            Hamstring         Hip 
FlexorsFlexors



Lateral leg stretchesLateral leg stretches

IT Band                     PiriformisIT Band                     Piriformis



The onset of winter needn't bring a The onset of winter needn't bring a 
seasonal halt to a runner's enthusiasm seasonal halt to a runner's enthusiasm 
or routines. Outdoor exercise in the or routines. Outdoor exercise in the 
winter can be a pleasurable winter can be a pleasurable 
experience. The major risk posed by experience. The major risk posed by 
running in subfreezing air is frostbite running in subfreezing air is frostbite 
and minor irritations to the respiratory and minor irritations to the respiratory 
tract. With some minor precautions tract. With some minor precautions 
these risks can be eliminated. these risks can be eliminated. 



Wear clothing in layers so that warm air Wear clothing in layers so that warm air 
can be trapped between the layers. can be trapped between the layers. 
Depending on the weather conditions, 2 Depending on the weather conditions, 2 
to 4 layers on the trunk and 1 to 2 layers to 4 layers on the trunk and 1 to 2 layers 
on the legs are appropriate. It is helpful if on the legs are appropriate. It is helpful if 
the outer layers have vents and zippers the outer layers have vents and zippers 
to allow excess heat to escape as you to allow excess heat to escape as you 
become warm. On windy days the outer become warm. On windy days the outer 
layer should be of wind resistant layer should be of wind resistant 
material. material. 



Clothing made of material which Clothing made of material which 
carries the sweat away from the carries the sweat away from the 
body is best, like wool, silk, or "space body is best, like wool, silk, or "space 
age" synthetics like polypropylene or age" synthetics like polypropylene or 
polyester. Avoid cotton as it tends to polyester. Avoid cotton as it tends to 
hold the sweat. hold the sweat. 



Hat and gloves are crucial as these Hat and gloves are crucial as these 
regions of the body have a substantial regions of the body have a substantial 
role in the regulation of body role in the regulation of body 
temperature. Mittens tend to be warmer temperature. Mittens tend to be warmer 
than gloves. On very cold days mittens than gloves. On very cold days mittens 
worn over gloves are very effective. worn over gloves are very effective. 
Stocking caps or ski masks are desirable. Stocking caps or ski masks are desirable. 
On very windy days goggles or eye On very windy days goggles or eye 
glasses can provide additional protection. glasses can provide additional protection. 



The outer layer should be light colored The outer layer should be light colored 
and have reflective material if you are and have reflective material if you are 
running during darker hours. Reflective running during darker hours. Reflective 
material works only if there is a light material works only if there is a light 
source. Blaze orange becomes poorly source. Blaze orange becomes poorly 
visible brown at night. Light colored visible brown at night. Light colored 
material is visibie even without a strong material is visibie even without a strong 
light source. During snowy days dark light source. During snowy days dark 
colors provide visible contrast and attract colors provide visible contrast and attract 
solar energy. solar energy. 



Pin to your clothes or shoes Pin to your clothes or shoes 
emergency identification, preferably emergency identification, preferably 
of a waterproof material. Let of a waterproof material. Let 
someone know where you are going someone know where you are going 
to run and when you expect to to run and when you expect to 
return. Do not run with headphones. return. Do not run with headphones. 



Plan your run so that you run into the Plan your run so that you run into the 
wind during the beginning portions wind during the beginning portions 
and with the wind behind you in the and with the wind behind you in the 
latter portions. Otherwise, built-up latter portions. Otherwise, built-up 
sweat may cause you to become too sweat may cause you to become too 
cold when you turn into the wind. Be cold when you turn into the wind. Be 
alert when running in snowy, icy alert when running in snowy, icy 
conditions particularly near vehicular conditions particularly near vehicular 
traffic. traffic. 



Avoid overdressing. Feel a bit Avoid overdressing. Feel a bit 
underdressed and chilly as you start, underdressed and chilly as you start, 
knowing that later as you run in your knowing that later as you run in your 
layered environment the layered environment the 
temperature will rise about 20 temperature will rise about 20 
degrees. degrees. 
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